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STATE-DEPENDENT LEARNING DURING ALPRAZOLAM ASSISTED EXPOSURE:
A PILOT STUDY OF SOCIAL PHOBIA.

Patrick B. Mc Grath, Dept. of Psychology, Illinois Wesleyan University, University of Illinois College of Medicine at Peoria, Dr. Timothy Bruce*, Dr. Robert Lusk*.

Social phobia is a newly defined disorder, and treatments for it typically involve pharmacotherapy or some form of in vivo exposure. When combining these therapies, there are three possible outcomes: No effect, an additive effect, or an interference effect. If additive, the pharmacotherapy will enhance the extinction of fear, and it will not increase the chance of relapse after drug discontinuation. If there is an interference effect, the pharmacotherapy will block extinction to the phobic situation, and there will be a relapse of anxiety when placed in the phobic situation in the no drug state. If this is a result, it may be due to state-dependent learning. This study tested to see what effect the combining of a placebo or alprazolam with guided exposure would have on subjective measures of anxiety for a socially phobic patient, and to see if state-dependent learning would be present in the alprazolam + exposure condition. Preliminary results suggest that there was state-dependent learning in the alprazolam + exposure condition and that fear extinction was greater in the placebo + exposure condition.